ITEM 5

TOWN CLERK’S REPORT
PROPERTY COMMITTEE – MONDAY, 8 JULY 2019
Summary
This is a report of follow-up to decisions made at the Property Committee. This is a Standing
Item on agendas to update Members. Once follow-up is completed, items will be marked as
closed. Ongoing items will be brought back to committee when a new decision is required or
when a fuller update is needed.

Min.151/18

Workshop on The Common – Following agreement at FTC on 24 June
2019, an ear marked reserve is in place for £67,472. There is also a
revenue budget (held by the A&OS committee) for £12,000 for 2019/20.
As already agreed, a Project Manager will be appointed, a spec drawn up
and pre-planning advice sought. A full progress report will be presented to
the Property Committee on 7 October 2019Ongoing

Min. 329/18

Defibrillators –The Town Clerk is liaising with Community Heartbeat on
additional defibs. Ongoing

Min. 625/18

Hire of MC&YC – On 8 April, Members agreed to a hiring rate for
Marlborough Guides of £10 per hour from September 2019 until April 2020
when the rate would revert to the standard charge. Although appreciative,
Marlborough Guides will not be taking up this offer as the families have
decided they would like to remain on a Tuesday evening, therefore our
availability did not match their meeting dates.
Closed

Town Clerk

July 2019

ITEM 6
Report on Town Council Properties
Summary - To note an update report on properties owned by the Town Council.

1. Town Hall – See Agenda Items 8 and 9

2. 5 High St Offices – Nothing to report.
3. 5 High St Shop – Nothing to report
4. 5 High St Flat 2 – Replacement secondary double glazing to be installed (July 19)
Recommendations about external works at 5, High St. are at Agenda Item 8
5. The Merchant’s House – This lease expired on 29 March 2019 and a new lease has been drawn up.
6.

1/2 Kingsbury St Shop – Exterior redecoration to be completed, nothing further to report.

7. 1A Kingsbury St Flat – See Agenda Item 7 - secondary double glazing. Nothing further report
8.

2A Kingsbury St Flat – See Agenda Item 7 - secondary double glazing. Nothing further to report

9.

3 Kingsbury St Shop – Nothing to report

10. 3a Kingsbury St. Studio Flat – Nothing to report
11. 3b Kingsbury St. Studio Flat – Nothing to report
Recommendations about external works at 1 – 3 Kingsbury St are at Agenda Item 8
12. Recreation Ground Cottage No. 1 – Gas Safety Check completed. Nothing to report
13. Recreation Ground Cottage No. 2 – Nothing to report
14. Elcot Lane Pavilion/Boxing Club –Nothing to report
15. Bowls Club – Nothing to report. Lease/Licence discussions to be re-started
16. Marlborough Community & Youth Centre – Nothing to report
17. George Lane Toilets – See Agenda Item 11
18. Workshop – Nothing to report. Relocation to a site at The Common has already been agreed and
work towards this will start in 2019/20. A revenue budget line and EMR are in place.
19. Bus Shelters – Refurbishment ongoing.
General - Window cleaning has been carried out at the Town Hall, Offices and Kingsbury Street.
Legionella testing takes place monthly at the Town Hall, Offices and MC & YC
Fire Alarm service carried out at Kingsbury Street, Town Hall & Office
Author –Office Manager
July 2019

ITEM 7
Works to Residential Properties
Summary – This report asks Members to consider internal works (secondary double glazing) to
2 residential properties at Kingsbury Street.

1.
Background
It has long been the intention to install
secondary double glazing at Flats 1a and 2a
Kingsbury Street. We have received requests
from tenants for this. It would certainly help
with retaining heat and minimising noise. Both
other flats (3a and 3b) already have
secondary glazing.

Figure 1. Windows at 1/2 Kingsbury St. (1st and 2nd floors)

As is covered in our agreement, our Property Management Agents were asked to acquire quotes
in line with our Financial Regulations. The spec was for 6 windows in each flat (so throughout
each property). As can be seen at Figure 1, there are 5 windows facing out onto Kingsbury Street
and 1 window (bedroom window - not pictured) facing to the rear of the property. As the building
is listed, glazing must be secondary glazing which involves installing a pane of glass and frame
to existing windows. It is a discreet and unobtrusive method of insulating and soundproofing and
a popular solution for listed buildings (1/2 Kingsbury Street is a listed building).
Point to Note - Planning permission is not usually required for internal secondary glazing.
The spec was to cover 6 windows in each flat (so throughout each property). Each flat is the
same size with the same number of windows.
Our agents have requested 3 quotes as follows:
Company
A

Price
£3151.20 (inc. VAT) for
each property

Comment
A visit to site was
undertaken. Personalised
quotation given for each flat
with a breakdown for each
window
No breakdown given

B

£5,000 for each property

C

£5,967.19 (+VAT) for 5
This company has
street facing windows for the significant experience of
10 windows. (Subject to
dealing with listed buildings.
survey)
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FULL QUOTES ARE AVAILABLE FOR COUNCILLORS TO VIEW IN THE COUNCIL OFFICES

2.
Financial Implications
The balance in the budget is £20,000 (no spend yet for 2019/20). This budget covers works to all
council owned commercial and residential properties. (Members will be interested to know that
replacement secondary glazing was agreed for Flat 2, 5 High Street in 2018/19 and will be
undertaken before the end of July – an accrual was made for this work from the then budget).
Town Clerk’s Recommendation
The Town Clerk recommends that Members agree that the commitment for secondary glazing for
the 2 residential flats be honoured and decide which quote to opt for.
Town Clerk
2 July 2019

ITEM 8

Condition Report and Survey of Exteriors of Town Council-owned Properties
Summary – This report asks Members to note a recent report about the exterior condition of
1-3 Kingsbury Street, 5 High Street and the Town Hall and consider its recommendations as
a programme of work.

1.
Background
Members will recall that this committee commissioned Donald Insall Associates and
Overdone to undertake a condition report on 1-3 Kingsbury Street, 5 High Street and the
Town Hall. This took place in March and the report has now been completed and is at
Appendix 1. Report recommendations are listed at page 30.

There was a good deal
of footage of all 3
properties taken by the
drone which can be
viewed in the Council
offices. Some selected
images appear in the
report itself.

Drone view of the High Street

2.
Points to Note
The report also highlights other points that are worth noting:
Safety of the Balcony
pages 29-30
Town Hall Interior
page 28 -29
3.
Financial Implications
The budget to cover residential and commercial properties is £20,000 for 2019/20 (there is
already a commitment to install secondary glazing at 2 residential properties at 1&2
Kingsbury Street.) The balance of the revenue budget for the Town Hall maintenance is
£50,00 for 2019/20 (this does not take into account works currently underway in the Town
Hall Basement). Ear marked reserves for Town Hall works are £159,000.
Town Clerk’s Recommendations
The Town Clerk recommends that Members agree that the report’s recommendations are
taken forward to form a programme of works to fit to a timeline (this will aid budget setting).
Councillors should also consider how to take forward the advice given for the safety of the
Town Hall balcony and some interior issues raised in the report.
Town Clerk - 2 July 2019

ITEM 9
Town Hall
Summary - This report brings Members up to date with current works at the Town Hall and asks them
to consider recommendations about flagpoles, the balcony, a request about a hiring and a new
projector.

1. Planned Works/Projects
The following works will be taking place during the Municipal Year 2019/20

WORKS
Painting of external railings

COMMENT
Painting of railings - Caretakers (the work has started)

COMPLETED
Ongoing

Installation of public toilet

Installed and opened on 1 July 2019. Future outgoings
to be a charge to the budget for public conveniences
for VAT purposes.
This work has been completed. It has included
additional intruder alarms systems, heating and
lighting too. Next step is to measure up for storage
units.

Completed
June 2019

Refurbishment of part of
Completed
basement to create 2 new
July 2019
storage areas and a
Caretaker’s Office. (Some
storage offered up to The
Merchant’s House)
GENERAL MAINTENANCE - Standard day to day and other ongoing tasks (lift checks, window
cleaning, boiler maintenance, gutter clearance, etc. continue outside of this schedule).

Agenda Item 8 also deals with recommendations about various works to the interior and exterior
of the building.

2. Budget
A breakdown of budget expenditure (to end May 2019) is at Appendix 1. Ear marked reserves for the
Town Hall in 2018/19 are £159,000.

3. Flagpoles
The Town Hall has 2 flagpoles – one flying from the very top of the
building and one from the balcony. It has been suggested by committee
members that more than one member of staff is able to hoist flags. At
the moment, this responsibility rests with the Caretaker. (This
suggestion was prompted when the flag did not fly for one occasion due
to him being on leave). The current arrangement is not satisfactory, the
flagpole is situated in the cupola which requires crawling up what
resembles ship’s rigging and into the small area where the flagpole is. It
may be helpful if a member of the committee accompanies the
Caretaker to the flagpole for first-hand experience of the difficulties
involved. Furthermore, the flagpole ropes have knots in them and need
to be replaced. Members may like to consider inviting a specialist to
advise on improvements.
Ladder to the cupola
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The second flagpole is on the balcony, an area which has been
advised to us by our surveyor as being not safe.
4. Balcony
As highlighted in the Condition Report, the balcony is not safe in
terms of the height of the balustrades and a guard of some sort
needs to be erected. Advice is that there should be no access to
the area until this is rectified. Members should consider how this
should be taken forward. It has been suggested that the flagpole
should be removed or, alternatively, flags only hoisted when the
flag master is wearing a harness. Another alternative might be
to erect a glass barrier which may help to address H&S issues, is
attractive and offer a good view of the High Street too.
For the moment, there should be no public access to the
balcony.
5. Request from a hirer of the Town Hall
A letter has been received from a Town Hall hirer requesting a discount on the hiring fees due to the
timing of the European Elections (called at short notice). This is at Appendix 2
6. New Projector
At a recent Area Board meeting, at which this equipment was used, it was quite apparent that the current
projector was failing. The Assistant Town Clerk has taken this forward. The quality of the image
projected was very poor and hard to see. The machine was serviced back in November 2018 and a new
lamp was fitted.
Current Situation - Three audio visual companies were approached for quotations, two of which visited
the Town Hall to look at the existing Epson equipment and have supplied costs for replacement models.
As the projector is suspended from the ceiling it was impossible to see the model number, therefore the
suppliers have quoted for what they believe to be the most appropriate model/s to suit our requirements.
These short throw projectors vary in price, not normally due to what they can offer but due to the
additional lens which need to be purchased and the power (brightness/lumens) they all are HDMI and
either LCD or DLP projection. The newest technology is the laser projector which does not require a
lamp. The following costs have been received:
Company A

Company B

Lamp based options include:
• Optoma EU660 6K Lumens with BX-CTA01 Lens
£6774.40
• Optoma EU750 7K Lumens with BX-CTA01 Lens
£8664.40
• Sony VPL-FH65L 6K Lumens Wide angle Len
£4820.00
• NEC PA703W 7k Lumens with NP312L Lens
£7025.00
• NEC PA653U 6.5K Lumens with NP312L Lens
£8045.48
3 year warranty on the hardware and lens
Laser based options:
• Optoma Laser Projector ZU660
£7211.00
• Optoma Laser Projector ZU750
£9121.00
3 year warranty on the hardware and 12,000hrs or 5 years on the laser
•
•

Epson 7500 lumen HD with HD BaseT + HDMI +
£4900.00
VGA output + Epson short throw lens
Alternatively supplied with a reconditioned/ex-hire
Epson Short throw lens with a 12 monthly warranty £1100.00
TOTAL COST with above option
£3800.00
Councillors can view full details in the Council offices.
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Town Clerk’s Recommendation
The Town Clerk recommends that Members note this report and consider:
i.

Whether to nominate one or more members of the Property Committee to accompany the
Caretaker on a visit to the flagpole at the top of the cupola and also to contact a flagpole
specialist for advice

ii.

Whether to agree that, for the moment, the balcony should not be accessible to the public, what
remedial action should be taken and if its flagpole should be removed

iii.

Whether to offer a discount to a hirer of the hall for inconvenience caused due to the calling of
the European Elections

iv.

Whether to purchase a replacement projector for the hall or to defer this decision this until further
technical information is available with a proposal being submitted to Full Council on 22 July to
minimise delay.

Town Clerk/Assistant Town Clerk
3 July 2019

ITEM 10
Town Hall Marketing Working Party
Summary – This report asks Members to note an update report and consider proposals for
new lighting in the Town Hall and for promotional material.

1.
Background
A Town Hall Marketing Working Party was formed in January 2019 and has met regularly
over the last few months, working up a strategy to better market the Town Hall as a venue
for hire. The most recent Working Party Notes are at Appendix 1. It is now putting forward 2
proposals to enhance the marketability of this important venue – online digital promotional
brochures and improvements to lighting.

2.

Online/Digital Brochures

From the outset it was agreed that new marketing material is
needed to raise the profile of the Town Hall and promote it as a
fantastic venue for hire. The last leaflet/brochure was produced
back in 2005. Lots of research has been carried out into venue
hire locally, including Town Councils who hire out their own
venues. It was agreed that an online/digital approach is the
way to go, with downloadable brochures for each of the four
key business areas. A small amount of material will be printed
to support the online brochures.

A number of local graphic designers were approached to quote against a very simple brief as
follows:
•
•

To design digital downloadable/printed marketing material for the Town Hall
to cover the four key areas of business; Weddings, Celebrations,
Charity/Community and Commercial bookings
To create a strong brand/logo evident throughout

Three companies provided quotations and whilst they did vary a little, in terms of their
interpretation of the brief, they were in essence quoting on a like for like basis. Whilst at the
time, the working party didn’t specify a number of pages, it is anticipated that an 8-page
digital brochure is created with some supporting printed material.
Company A & B have quoted on a ‘per page basis’ whereas Company C has quoted for 8
pages. Company A & B have opted for a traditional brochure whereas Company C has
recommended double sided postcards.
The working party are keen to emphasise that whilst cost is an important factor, the
designers approach to, and understanding of the brief in terms of style/format/feel is the
overriding factor when it comes to selection.
Examples of their work can be found at Appendix 2.
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Alongside the information at Appendix 2, Members are asked to consider which of the
following companies should be commissioned to produce an online brochure:
Company
A

A5 Leaflet

£40 per page

Create an A5 portrait leaflet for
Marlborough Town Council using text,
images and logos provided. Price is
based per page (as the actual number of
pages is yet to be confirmed). It will need
to be 4, 8, 12 or 16 pages in order to
back up correctly and print.
+
A4 online version - same content
Create an A4 portrait version of the
above A5 leaflet with minor adjustments
to size and layout of text and images,
using the same

Prices are for first proof only
and include one set of minor
amends. Further amends
thereafter will be charged at
£25 per hour.

approved content. Price is based per
page (as the actual number of pages is
yet to be confirmed).

Company
B

A4 downloadable/printed brochure with
12 pages - design and writing

£90 per page + VAT
This includes providing one
set of changes.

Company
C

Artwork for 8-page A5 or square custom
size

£337.50 + VAT

Presented as single pages for an online
downloadable version
Artwork for printed postcards (Full
Colour double-sided)
Offer to include a custom graphic/motif to
complement the Venues section and to use
on the printed matter FREE

£180 + VAT
This includes one set of
amendments – further
amendments charged at
£45+VAT per hour

Full quotes are available to view by Councillors in the Council Offices
3.
Lighting
The working party is also keen to raise the profile of the Town Hall by improving/upgrading
some of the facilities within, and that includes the lighting.
Current Situation
The side lobby, accessed via the side door, is one of the main points of entry to the building,
however, this entrance is very uninviting and poorly lit. By simply upgrading the lighting in
this area, it will transform this dark and dismal space into a light, bright and welcoming area
for hirers, visitors and guests. It is suggested to install an 18 arm polished brass chandelier,
identical to the style in the Council Chamber or a 12 arm, similar to the style in the Court
Room. The costs are significantly different but the 18 arm chandelier is of a superior quality
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and much larger than the 12 arm version. Research has been carried out ensure best value
and the costs below are the cheapest versions found.

18 arm
£1,379 + VAT
+ LED’s
£180 + VAT

12 arm
£289.00+VAT +
LED’s
£120 + VAT

Installation £210 + VAT

Installation £175 +VAT

In addition to the above, swapping the existing downlights for LED type would not just give a
better light but would bring very low running costs, reduced fire risk (from lower temperature
operation), a reduction in the need to regularly change lamps and instant light when switched
on. This would cost £125 per light + VAT to include fitting for a maximum of four new lights.
The wall lights on the entrance to the Council Chamber are also old and do not really generate
adequate light in the corridor. There is no other lighting in the corridor and no easy means of
installing additional lighting here. It has been suggested to replace these wall lights with
something of a similar style to light this space. For example:

£75 each

£95 each

Installation £60 + VAT for both.

It has been noted however that this corridor is a well-used thoroughfare and there is concern
that wall lights which protrude from the wall may get damaged, this will be taken into
consideration when selecting a style, however a polished brass effect to match the
chandelier would be preferable.
The total cost to purchase and install all of the above (if the 18 arm chandelier is the
preferred option) would be in the region of £2,500 + VAT.
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4.
Financial Implications
The online digital brochure will be a charge to the marketing budget. The only expenditure
to be made from this so far in 2019/20 is £800 for a professional photographer to take
pictures of the Town Hall (for use in the digital brochure). This leaves a balance of £2,200.
The cost of the lighting will be a charge to the overall Town Hall Maintenance budget.

Working Party Recommendation
The Working Party recommends that Members:
i.
Agree which company (A, B or C) to commission to produce an online promotional
brochure for the Town Hall
ii.
Approve the purchase and installation of new lighting in the side lobby of the Town
Hall and delegate authority to the Town Clerk to follow this through.
Author – Assistant Town
3 July 2019

ITEM 11
George Lane Toilet Block Project – Phase 2

Summary – This report asks Members to note that the refurbishment work to the toilet block at the
George Lane Car Park has been completed. It also asks Members to consider how to take forward
this new facility, its ongoing maintenance and whether it should be re-named.

1.
Background
Members are aware that Phase 1 of this project was to take on and refurbish this dilapidated toilet
block from Wiltshire Council. This phase was completed in 2017. Phase 2 was to repair the roof
and create a small Tourist Information Point and a Community Room. This work has been finished
and includes CCTV too. A new fence has also been erected where the trees were removed and
replaces an old broken chain link fence.

The main building work has been complete (aside from some minor snagging work). The building is
now a multi-use facility offering 4 unisex toilet cubicles (one with full disabled access and baby
changing facilities), a small Tourist Information Point and a Community Room with disabled access.
Members must now consider how to take forward the Tourist Information Point and the Community
Room. The former will be a priority for the Tourism Officer who will be appointed in the next month.
(It is likely that a large map needs to be commissioned and various tourism leaflets available within
the room. It could also share branding with The Great West Way).
A decision needs to be made about how the Community Room will be handled. There are a number
of community groups in the town who may welcome an opportunity to use this. Though small, it has
electrical points, heating and a small kitchen facility.
Both areas will need to be cleaned and maintained.
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New Name - It is no longer appropriate to refer to this building as the George Lane Toilets – it offers
so much more. (There are a number of possibilities – Coopers Corner, Meadow Meeting Point, etc.
2.
Financial Implications
A Public Works Loan was taken out to facilitate the work (this was to ensure that the Chantry Lane
toilets could stay open and the town not be without public toilets). Following the sale of the Chantry
Lane building and the opening of the toilets (Phase 1) the loan was repaid. Phase 2 will mean that
most of the balance of the proceeds of sale have now been used in Phase 2 of the project.
As Members are aware, 50% of any budget not used towards the refurbishment of this building must
be returned to WC under the terms of the Community Asset Transfer.
Town Clerk’s Recommendation
The Town Clerk recommends that Members:
i)
Agree that work to the Tourist Information Point awaits the arrival of the new post of
Tourism Officer
ii)
Decide how the Community Room should be taken forward and also maintained
iii)
Consider whether and what/how to re-name the building.

Town Clerk
3 July 2019

